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Case Study: Thematic groups to increase stakeholder
involvement in Sweden [1]
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Sweden’s National Rural Network has set up thematic working groups to improve and encourage the
role of rural stakeholders in the delivery of rural development activity.

Case Study: A risk-assessment approach for RDP
implementation [2]
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Countries:
Ireland

Developing an approach to risk assessment for RDPs in Ireland.

Eﬃciency Check - Herd management tool for animal welfare
[3]
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Communications Technology (ICT), Innovation
Countries:
Austria

Developing a herd management tool to optimise eﬃciency and animal welfare on dairy farms.

Digital Clare – taking advantage of digital opportunities in
rural Ireland [4]
Keywords:
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Vocational training & skills acquisition
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Digital Clare used training, mentoring and regular online exchanges to improve digital skills in rural
County Clare and create a locally recognised name for digital innovation and networking.

Broadband Fibre in Östra Bräcke

[5]

Keywords:
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In Sweden, local non-proﬁt associations, encouraged and supported by the public sector, are carrying
out the building of broadband infrastructure in the countryside.

Suderbyn - Community-led development of an ecovillage in
Sweden [6]
Keywords:
Bioeconomy, LEADER/CLLD, Nature conservation, Organic farming, Smart Villages, Tourism
Countries:
Sweden

An ecovillage was developed on Sweden’s Gotland island using EAFRD funding, providing a model for
environmentally-friendly accommodation, waste water treatment, food and energy production. The
site is also a template for non-consumerist approaches.
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